Many materials are produced, processed and stored as grains, while granularity of matter can be crucial in triggering potentially catastrophic geological events like landslides, avalanches and earthquakes. the response of grain assemblies to shear stress is therefore of utmost relevance to both human and natural environment. At low shear rate a granular system flows intermittently by distinct avalanches. in such state the avalanche velocity in time is expected to follow a symmetrical and universal average behavior, whose dependence on the slip size reduces to a scale factor. Analyzing data from long lasting experiments, we observe a breakdown of this scaling: While in short slips velocity shows indeed a self-similar and symmetric profile, it does not in long slips. The investigation of frictional response in these different regimes evidences that this breakdown can be traced back to the onset of a friction weakening, which is of dynamical origin and can amplify instabilities exactly in this critical state, the most frequent state for natural hazards.
cells 31 , as well in ants 32 and in human 33 activity. Burst shape has also been investigated in stellar processes 34 , Earth's magnetospheric dynamics 35 , and earthquakes 36 .
We have acquired for the first time the slip velocity and the friction force in a sheared granular system, directly in the stick-slip phase, where it displays intermittent flow, and analyzed the corresponding average time profiles for different slip duration. In granular systems, the average time profile of velocity is expected to be symmetrical and invariant up to a rescaling 37 . On the contrary, in our study we observe the existence of a crossover from small slips, whose shapes satisfy the above properties, to large, non rescalable and non symmetrical slips. We identify this transition as a breakdown of the critical scaling, and show that the crossover corresponds to a characteristic speed marking a dynamical transition from weakening to thickening frictional behavior. These findings supply new essential elements to the formulation of novel and accurate dynamical models, with important impact on the understanding of related natural and technological issues. They also shed light on some apparently contradictory recent observations concerning avalanches of stress drop 37 and energy drop rate 38 , conducted in continuous flow. While Denisov et al. 37 observed avalanches displaying symmetrical and self-similar average shapes, Barés et al. 38 found these properties only in sufficiently small avalanches. The investigation reported here, conducted in the intermittent state, shows that symmetric and asymmetric slips can both exist, depending on their duration and as a consequence of the rheological properties of the system.
Results
Scaling analysis. In our experiments (see Methods and Supplementry Information) an assembly of glass spheres laying in an annular channel is sheared by a horizontally rotating top plate. The plate is driven by a motor through a soft torsion spring. Although the angular speed of the motor is kept constant, the interaction between the plate and the granular medium is crucial in determining the instantaneous plate velocity. The intermittent dynamics, in which the plate performs highly irregular and intermittent motion, is approached when both driving speed and spring constant are low enough.
We have performed long lasting experimental runs in the intermittent, stick-slip regime, measuring the time behavior of the angular coordinate of the plate θ p (t) and the plate angular velocity ω p (t). We have then analyzed the stick-slip dynamics of the single slip event, illustrated in Fig. 1 . The left panel reproduces the angular velocity during a slip. The motion can be described as a function of the internal avalanche time t, which starts at the beginning of the slip and ends when the system sticks. Each slip has its own duration T and size S (the grey area). The middle panel shows the corresponding frictional torque experienced by the plate in the same time interval. The right panel reports the instantaneous torque as function of the instantaneous plate velocity, showing how intricate and complex can be the relation relating these two quantities. Computing the average time profile of the velocity, or shape, requires to consider many slips of the same total duration T and to perform averages as function of the internal avalanche time t, as described below. In a similar fashion one can consider the average friction time shape, i.e. the time behavior of the torque exerted in average by the granular medium on the plate at the internal time t during a slip event of total duration T.
We have collected statistics from a large number of avalanches. The distribution of corresponding durations T and sizes ∫ ω
are shown in Fig. 2 . Both distributions exhibit a slow decay, close to a power law and terminating with a bulging cutoff at large values. Similar broad distributions are shared by other quantities 4 like the plate velocity.
As recalled in the introduction, power law decays in distributions are generally considered the hallmark of critical phenomena. In this scenario, one expects to observe self-similar scaling relations in average quantities too. In particular, one can consider the average time profile of the velocity during an avalanche of duration, T:
where ω p (i) is the plate velocity during the i th observed avalanche of duration T, whose total number is N T , and t is the internal time within the slip: 0 < t < T. Although the average velocity profile 〈ω p (t)〉 T depends on both t and T, criticality 19, 39, 40 implies that an invariant function Ω exists, such that it can be expressed as:
where the function g(T) determines how the average event size 〈S〉 T scales with respect to the slip duration T. This scaling scenario is produced by several theoretical models of critical dynamics 19 . One paradigmatic model is the so called ABBM model 41 , proposed to describe the intermittent statistics of the electric noise induced during the hysteresis loop of ferromagnetic materials (Barkhausen noise), and simple enough to allow exact analytical results 22, 23, [41] [42] [43] . It predicts power law distributions for avalanche size and duration, as well as parabolic average avalanche shape in the scaling regime, and has inspired the extant models for intermittent granular flow 4, 44 . We will discuss the connections between this model and what we observe in our study in the conclusive section.
Average time profile of the slip velocity. To investigate the properties of the average time profile of the velocity, and to test the hypothesis of scaling invariance, we have divided all the avalanches observed in the experiments into classes according to their duration (see Mehods and Supplementry information). Figure 3 (main panel) shows the size of each slip as function of its duration, for all the slips considered in the statistics. Different colors and symbols correspond to the different classes of duration. For each class we have computed the rescaled average velocity time profile, or shape Ω of Eq. 1 (see Methods and Supplementry information). The resulting profiles are shown in Fig. 4 (light, gray points in Fig. 3 , corresponding to very short slips at the limit of the system resolution, have not been considered). In the scaling scenario Ω is a function of t/T only, and it is seen that all classes exhibit comparable values of the rescaled maximum velocity, implying that longer avalanches are also faster. However, average shapes unveil that there are two kinds of avalanches. Some of them, say short, have the shape described by a unique function Ω(t/T), visible in Fig. 4 (left panel). That is, their rescaled velocity profile and duration are related by the well defined scaling law Eq. 1. On the contrary, the average velocity shapes of long avalanches (right panel) change with the duration and cannot be reduced to a universal form by a homogeneous rescaling of the variables. Moreover, they do not display the almost symmetric shape characterizing small avalanches.
As anticipated, Barés and coworkers 38 have recently measured the average shape of stress drop rate avalanches in a bidimensional granular system driven at constant shear rate. Similarly to the present findings, they have observed that longer slips develop left asymmetries. They have hypothesized a possible role of the static friction between particles and supporting glass, and of nonlinear elasticity, given by the relatively soft nature of the grain material employed in their experiments. We can however exclude these factors in our experiments, where the interface grain-wall is small with respect to the bulk and the beads are made of a rather stiff material like glass. The leftwards asymmetry observed in experiments represents a genuine and very interesting phenomenon, which Fig. 3 with the same symbol coding (see SI for the precise definition). The left panel shows the average velocity profile for "short" avalanches (first three classes), and their very good scaling, while the right panel shows the profile for "long avalanches" (last three classes), where the scaling is broken. Figure 5 . Experimental measure of the average friction torque at a given instantaneous plate velocity ω p (defined in Eq. 5). The curve displays weakening behavior before reaching a minimum value at a characteristic velocity ω c ≈ 0.04 rad/s, after which friction increases for increasing plate velocities. 20, 21 ) and originates from non trivial dynamical effects.
Breaking of scaling.
More insight into the mechanisms leading to the scaling breakdown can be gained by further analyzing the scatter plot relating S and T in Fig. 3 . The first information coming from this plot is that there exists a definite statistical scaling between slip size and duration. The white squared symbols in the main plot represent the average slip size and duration of each class (statistical errors are negligible on these averages). It is seen that for the four lower classes they follow an algebraic relation:  S T j j 〈 〉 〈 〉 α (red continuous line). The value of the exponent turns out to be  α . 2 2 (which is close to, but clearly different from the value of α = 2 expected from extant models, as for instance the ABBM model mentioned above 41 ). The second information supplied by the scatter plot of Fig. 3 is that this behavior changes for long slips, where a linear dependence, 〈S〉 ∝ 〈T〉 looks more appropriate (yellow dashed line). Notice that the crossover between the two behaviors takes place around the fourth class, exactly where the scaling of the average pulse shape breaks down in Fig. 4 . This fact is put into better evidence in the inset of Fig. 3 , where we have plotted the average velocity of the whole slip 〈S〉 j /〈T〉 j , as function of 〈T〉 j . Here a weakly superlinear relation for short slips is followed by a plateau at long slips. This allows to identify a characteristic velocity ω c , as the ratio between the average slip size and the average duration of the fourth class. It results ω c = 〈S c 〉/〈T c 〉 ≈ 0.063/1.57 ≈ 0.04 rad/s. The slowdown of large avalanches suggests an increase of friction in long slips (T > T c ), when the plate reaches velocities ω p > ω c . In the next section it will be seen that indeed this increase appears as a dynamical effect.
Stochastic friction. Friction in granular systems is usually measured under controlled shear strain or stress.
The classical Mohr-Coulomb criterion predicts constant friction at low shear, and increasing values when the system enters the Bagnold's regime 45, 46 , a behavior well observed experimentally at constant shear (see e.g. 47 ). However, it is doubtful whether this description applies to the stick-slip dynamics exemplified in Fig. 1 . As a matter of fact, in the stick-slip regime, friction is a random quantity. Fluctuations in the frictional response of the granular medium result from the stress propagation along the evolving network of grain contacts, and are at the very origin of the motion stochasticity. Some statistical features of friction in this state have been investigated 3-5 , but despite this quantity plays a crucial role for the system dynamics, it seems that it has never been systematically measured during stick slip to date.
A random friction force, as a stochastic quantity, can be described by statistical estimators like averages, moments, correlators, etc. One can consider for example the time average of the friction over the full dynamics, but this does not look really meaningful. Another possibility 4, 48 is to consider the average friction as function of the instantaneous plate velocity (see Methods). We plot such conditioned average friction, τ f , during the stick slip regime, in Fig. 5 . An interesting weakening of friction at small velocities can be observed, followed by a thickening which recovers the Bagnold behavior at high velocities, a behavior also known as Stribeck curve. This velocity weakening arises as a pure dynamical effect since at constant shear the average friction is constant at low and intermediate speeds 47 . Figure 5 allows to identify a velocity corresponding to the position of the minimum of the average friction τ f . It is always attained near the ω ≈ 0.04 rad/s, and our experiments clearly indicate that the position of this minimum does not depend on the drive velocity (see figures in the SI). This value is very close to the value ω c marking the crossover in the scaling of S vs T in Fig. 3 , and the breakdown of shape self-similarity in the average avalanche ( Fig. 4) , reinforcing the idea that both originate from the different friction experienced by the plate during longer, faster avalanches.
In order to better understand whether and how friction dynamical behavior can influence the average velocity shape, we have analyzed also the average shape of friction along the slip. In analogy to what has been done for computing the velocity shapes, one can define 〈τ(t)〉 T as the average frictional torque for slips of the same duration T. In practice, we have computed the average value of the friction torque during slips of similar duration T, according to the same classes of duration adopted for velocities ( Fig. 3 and Supplementry information). The results are presented in Fig. 6 and show that to the break of the velocity shape scaling, it corresponds a change in the properties of the average friction shape. In scaling avalanches (left graph of Fig. 6 ) the average friction is largely independent from the slip duration and almost constant along the whole slip. On the contrary, the averages corresponding to longer slips (right graph of Fig. 6 ) display different shapes that, as for velocity ( Fig. 4) , strongly depend on T and cannot be collapsed. Moreover, in comparison with short slips, longer slips display higher friction at the beginning of the slip and lower at the end.
Let us stress here the difference between the two averages considered above (Figs 5 and 6 ). The average 〈τ〉 T shown in Fig. 6 , is performed over slips of similar duration, at the same internal avalanche time t. Instead, the (conditional) average τ f , defined in Eq. 5 and shown in Fig. 5 , mixes events of any duration and depends on the instantaneous plate velocity ω p . The two quantities give different aspects of the same (stochastic) physical phenomenon. Nevertheless, the combination of the two analysis indicates that the quite complex friction weakening behavior of τ f is mainly due to long slips, which show a non constant average friction 〈τ〉 T in time (Fig. 6 , right panel) in contrast with small slips, where the average stays mainly constant. This point becomes still more evident by considering the curves resulting from combining the analysis of friction and velocity shapes, plotting the average friction as a function of the average velocity as shown in Fig. 7 . It is seen that while in small slips (left panel), friction has a low velocity dependence (as could be expected from Fig. 6 ), in long ones it displays hysteresis, splitting into a two-valued function (right panel) with different dependency on velocity in the accelerating and decelerating phase, similarly to what observed in periodic stick-slip 49, 50 (where all slips have identical extension, duration, and velocity profile).
Discussion
Our experiments show good scaling of the average velocity time profile in short avalanches, with an almost symmetric shape. In longer avalanches however, profiles take a clear leftward asymmetry and scaling, Eq. 1, is broken. A similar phenomenology has been observed also in a 2d system 51 , and in earthquakes 36, 52 , where it is not yet clear the way different mechanisms can contribute to the shear weakening observed in coseismic fault shearing 53 . Our analyses show that the breakdown of scaling takes place along with a change in the friction behavior, pointing out a strict relation between the two phenomena. These results are summarized in Fig. 8 , where all the slips of the present analysis are reported. For each slip the plot shows the instantaneous velocity (z surface) and the corresponding instantaneous friction (bottom map), as function of the internal time t/T and of the avalanche duration T (data have undergone a standard interpolation in order to get a smoother surface). For both quantities, velocity and friction, colors represent the relative magnitude, from black (minimum values) to green (maximum values).
The z values of instantaneous velocity are normalized to the average velocity during the avalanche. It is seen that www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ a relatively constant and moderate value of friction, colored from yellow to orange, corresponds to the symmetric shape of short avalanches. On the contrary, longer asymmetric avalanches are related to decreasing values (in time) of the friction. In particular, the lowest friction values (black) are typically recorded in the final part of long slips (t/T ≈ 1), while the initial part (t/T ≈ 0) displays the highest values (green).
The figure illustrates in a synthetic way the complexity of the frictional response of the granular bed, and highlights the necessity of considering suitable friction laws to model such phenomenology in effective way (spring-block models with imposed Coulomb friction generate symmetric slips 54, 55 ). On the other hand 19 , there is a strict relationship between avalanche shape symmetry and time reversibility, and this is in turn related to system non Markovianity, or memory. Friction laws working well for stationary flows 56 cannot account for phenomena observed in non stationary situations, like for instance hysteresis. In the past, phenomenological friction laws accounting for the elapsed time and/or space along the slip have been derived from solid-on-solid experiments [57] [58] [59] . Although showing a limited validity for interstitial granular matter 60, 61 , these rate-and-state laws and their simplified forms are often adopted for studying and modeling co-seismic fault shearing, 55, [62] [63] [64] . Attempts of incorporating them to model stick slip experiments seems very rare 48 and would be desirable.
An effective modeling approach to the stick-slip granular dynamics cannot as well exclude a stochastic description of friction, which generates slip unpredictability and variability, with the consequent change in the slip shapes. To our knowledge, the only few attempts in this direction 4, 44, 48 are inspired to the aforementioned ABBM model 41 , which represents the mean field approximation for the motion of a driven elastic interface in a random environment 40, 65 . From the dynamical point of view the model describes a spring-slider system in the overdamped approximation. (i.e. with negligible inertia) and subject to a friction which includes both a viscous force and a random pinning force. At small driving rate, the ABBM model produces intermittent, self-similar dynamics for the block motion. Similarly to our observations, avalanche statistics show a scaling regime for short slips, whose average velocity has parabolic shapes. However, an exponent α = 2 relates 〈S〉 to 〈T〉, which is different from what observed in our experiments. Moreover, for longer slips, ABBM predicts flatter but still symmetrical average velocity shapes, since no inertial effects are present. A variant of the ABBM model including inertia has shown to well reproduce the granular slip statistics 4 in terms of extension, duration and velocities. Velocity distributions for an inertial ABBM model have also been studied by Le Doussal et al. 66 . Stimulated by the present results, investigations of the velocity shape generate by this model are in progress.
Finally, non trivial inertial effects should be considered. For instance, in some experiments 50 an increased inertia of the slider moving on a granular bed was found, due to the grains dragged by the slider itself. In our previous experiments 4 an effect of augmented inertia has been observed (in the scaling of the peak in the duration distribution). However, since during the irregular motion of the system the quantity of grains dragged by the disk could change, one should consider the inertia as a dynamical quantity, rather than a constant. The existence of such "effective" dynamical inertia of the system is another form of memory introduced by the underlying granular dynamics. An instance of such a mechanism, leading to a leftwards asymmetry in the avalanche shape, has been observed in some magnetic materials 67 where it results from an effective negative mass of the domain walls. Grain inertia can influence the avalanche statistics even at the microscopic level. In sandpile models, largely studied in Figure 8 . The figure shows the instantaneous velocity (upper surface) and the instantaneous friction (bottom plane) of each single slip observed in the experiment, as functions of the avalanche duration T and of its internal time t/T. The instantaneous velocity of each slip has been normalized by the average velocity during the slip, and then by a factor common to all slips such that the resulting velocities span between 0 and 1 (shown by the colors on the surface). Note how the "short" avalanches display a simmetric, scaling profile, while for "long" avalanches, the scaling is broken and the profiles get more and more asymmetric. The instantaneous friction, globally rescaled in order to get values spanning between 0 (minimum friction) to 1 (maximal friction), is represented with the color map in the botton plane. Note that the instantaneous friction for "short" avalanches keeps quite constant, while for "long" avalanches decreases markedly during the avalanches.
the context of Self Organized Criticality (SOC), the tendency of real sand grains to keep moving once they start facilitates the emergence of huge avalanches. This has been proven also experimentally, where small non inertial avalanches have been shown to have well distinct properties from large inertial ones 68, 69 . Recent theoretical developments propose, in the presence of such facilitation effects, a scenario called Self-Organised Bistability (SOB) 70, 71 , where again a breaking of scaling is associated to the appearance of large avalanches ("kings").
In conclusion, our detailed scaling analyses show that symmetric and asymmetric average avalanche shapes are both present, but refer to different sizes, "short" vs "long", and corresponding frictional regimes, explaining contradictory recent observations 37, 38 . In addition, the study demonstrates that granular friction can exhibit weakening also in the vicinity of the jamming transition. Randomness and memory are general features that cannot be overlooked in the formulation of effective models of physical phenomena involving granular flow, as landslides and earthquakes, and of crackling noise in general.
